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1. Tangent galvanometer is a: 

Ans: Secondary device 

The earth exhibits a weak magnetic field at a given point on the earth's surface. This field has a 

horizontal component (parallel to the earth) and a vertical component (perpendicular to the 

earth). We will use an obsolete instrument, the tangent galvanometer , to measure the 

horizontal component of the field. We will then use a dip needle to measure the angle the total 

field makes with the horizontal. Knowledge of these two pieces of information will allow us to 

find the magnitude of the total field. 
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2. Canonical form of π (0, 3, 6, 7) is: 

Ans:∑(1,2,4,5) 

The numbers which are not in π terms.  π is called Max term and ∑ is called min term 

3. The VSWR in terms  of voltage is given by: 
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4. Population inversion of semiconductor diode is achieved by: 

Ans:Pumping
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Note: Direct band gap semiconductors are used for LASERs  

4. A waveguide operation attenuates below cut-off is: 

Ans: Reflection 

 

5. Quantization noise occurs in: 

Ans:PAM 

Quantization error is more when quantization is done for a fixed analog voltage where more 

ambiguity occurs. 
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7. In TDM which slot is being proportional to transmission:  

Ans: Time slot (Frequency is constant and Time slots are allowed for each user) 

 

8. In TV sound is __________ modulation and Picture is ____________ modulation , Total signal is 

transmitted as ___________ . 

Ans: FM, AM, VSB Modulation 

9. In 8085 stack pointer is __________ bit register. 

Ans: 16 bit because function of Stack pointer is to point the next stack memory location. 

10. MOV A,B which is the type of Addressing 

Ans: Register Addressing  

11. In a modulation IF frequency is 455 KHz and carrier frequency is 1000 KHz then find Modulating      

frequency. 

Ans: 545 KHz 

In this case fc = fosc and fm=fsignal 

IF=fosc - fsignal  so fsignal =fm = fc – IF = 1000 KHz – 455 KHz = 545KHz 
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12. Is ‘h’ parameter is directly applicable in transformer’s primary winding? 

13. Which is the large gain directive antenna among given? 

Ans: Parabolic Antenna is the antenna having higher gain and directivity  

14. Doppler frequency for radar is given by? 

Ans: 

 

15. 1msec pulse can be stretched to 1 sec pulse by using 

Ans: Mono stable Multivibrator  

16. Phenomena of microwave signals following the curvature of earth is? 

Ans: Diffraction   

17. To couple coaxial line to parallel line it is best to use a  

Ans:Balun  

A balun is an electrical device thatconverts between a balanced signal (two signals 

working against each other where ground isirrelevant) and an unbalanced signal (a single 

signal working against ground or pseudo-ground). A balun can take many forms and may include 

devices that also transform impedances but neednot do so. Transformer baluns can also be used to 

connect lines of differing impedance. The originof the word balun is bal(ance) + un(balance). 

Baluns can take many forms and their presence is not always obvious. Sometimes, in the case of 

transformer baluns, they use magnetic coupling but need not do so. Common-mode chokes are 

also used as baluns and work by eliminating, rather than ignoring, common mode signals. 
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18. If Image frequency is 2110 KHz and Signal frequency is 200 KHZ then IF stage frequency is? 

 

Ans: fimage = fs + 2fi     fi = 2110-200/2 = 955 KHz 

 

19. No.of address line for 8K byte memory is? 

Ans:14  address lines 

8 KB = 8 x 1024 = 2
3
 x 2

10 
= 2

13
 that is 14 address bits are required  

 

20. For TV reception antenna commonly used is ? 

Ans: Yagi-Udan Antenna ( Recent Parabolic Antenna) 

21. Which of the following is a non-vector interrupt 

a) RST 5.5 b)RST 6.5 c)RST 7.5 d)INTR  

Ans: INTR 
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22. In 2’s complement representation a certain –ve number is  -N is 1011 , The representation for +N 

is: 

Ans: Number is +N = 0100 MSB show signed bit other bits are complemented to give +N from –N 

 

23. Find out the correct from the following  

a)A+1 =A  b)A+1=0 c)A+1=A’ d)A+A=A 

Ans: d) 

24. Identify the circuit? 

 

Ans: 1 bit Ring counter 

25. The output of a envelop detector is? 

Ans: Sine Wave 
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26. Equalising pulse in TV send during 

a) L blanking b)V blanking c) H retrace d) L retrace 

 

A cathode-ray tube (CRT) television displays an image by scanning a beam of electrons across the 

screen in a pattern of horizontal lines known as a raster. At the end of each line the beam returns to 

the start of the next line; at the end of the last line it returns to the top of the screen. As it passes 

each point the intensity of the beam is varied, varying the luminance of that point. A color television 

system is identical except that an additional signal known as chrominance controls the color of the 

spot. 

 

27. In TV scanning is from 

 

a)Top to Bottom b) Bottom to top c)Left to right  d) right to left 

 

Ans: Top to Bottom 

 

28. The cicuit given below acts as ____________ filter? 

 
Ans: High Pass filter 

 


